Phenotypic Basis of Reproductive Success in a Social Insect: Genetic and Social Determinants
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Social insects live in societies that include both reproductive and nonreproductive adults. Understanding the factors that determine which individuals become successful reproductives is necessary to explain the evolution of these societies. The phenotypic effects of the gene Pgm-3 (or a closely linked gene) that may cause workers of the fire ant Solenopsis invicta to selectively execute all queens of a specific genotype were investigated. These effects, which involve differences in queen reproductive development, are expressed only in colonies exhibiting a particular type of social organization (multiples-queen colonies), and it is only in such colonies that selective execution on the basis of genotype occurs. This is an unusual example of genotype-environment interaction in gene expression in which the environmental component is the social environment. The queens executed are, surprisingly, those with the greatest reproductive development. Thus, there is a counterintuitive relation between the potential and realized reproductive success of queens in multiple-queen societies of this ant.

The existence of sterile individuals in social insect colonies poses an evolutionary paradox that can be traced to Darwin, that is, the difficulty of perpetuating sterility via natural selection when bearers of this trait leave no offspring (I). A central goal in resolving this paradox has been to understand the factors that determine which adults in a colony become successful reproductives. The identity of such factors, the extent to which their expression is genetically determined, and the mechanisms by which they influence reproductive success are poorly understood in most social insects (2, 3). In the red imported fire ant, Solenopsis invicta, a gene (or genes) closely linked to the enzyme-encoding locus Pgm-3, or this locus itself, is involved in determining the reproductive roles of queens in multiplequeen (polynygous) colonies; queens of the homozygous genotype Pgm-3/-3 are never become egg layers in such colonies (4). In contrast, Pgm-3/-3 is the most common genotype of the single reproductive queens that inhabit each colony of the monogynous social form of this species (4, 5). These findings prompted us to investigate the genetic determinants of reproductive success in this social insect by addressing the following issues: (i) the means by which polygynous queens of the genotype Pgm-3/-3 are precluded from becoming functional reproductives (through differential mortality or through preferential entry of the alternate genotypes into the reproductive pool); (ii) the nature of phenotypic differences among queens of different Pgm-3 genotypes that may be important in the process of differential mortality or entry; and (iii) the role of the social environment in the expression of any such phenotypic differences.

To find out how polygynous queens of the genotype Pgm-3/-3 are precluded from becoming reproductives, we designed two experiments that mimicked the processes of recruitment of new reproductive queens in polynygous nests. Queens are adopted after having participated in mating flights (6, 7) or they may mate and start reproducing in their parent nests without having flown if the reproductive queens already present in the colony are lost or die (7, 8). In either circumstance, young queens initiate reproduction in response to a deficit of the pheromones produced by reproductive queens that normally suppress reproductive development of their daughters (9, 10). Workers subsequently readjust queen number by accepting some of these incipient reproductive queens and destroying the remainder (11).

In our first experiment, which mimicked recruitment of new queens from within the nest, survival of incipient reproductive queens of the genotype Pgm-3/-3 was negligible as compared with the survival of queens of the other two genotypes (Table 1, experiment 1). In our second experiment, which mimicked adoption of queens after a mating flight, not a single incipient reproductive queen of the genotype Pgm-3/-3 survived reintroduction into its parent nest (Table 1, experiment 2). Workers in the latter experiment were observed attacking queens within hours after their reintroduction. These results suggest that the genotype Pgm-3/-3 is absent among reproductive queens in natural polynygous nests of S. invicta because young queens with this genotype are selectively executed by workers as they initiate reproduction.

Selective worker destruction of Pgm-3/-3 queens must be the result of phenotypic differences among queens that correlate with their Pgm-3 genotype and provide workers with cues to discriminate among queens. Worker discrimination among queens is known to be based on pheromonal cues in fire ants (11, 12), and production of these queen pheromones is associated with an individual's reproductive competence (12, 13). Thus, we hypothesized that polygynous queens of different Pgm-3 genotypes may exhibit different states of reproductive development. Several lines of evi-

Table 1. Survival of incipient reproductive queens of different Pgm-3 genotypes in two experiments designed to mimic the natural processes of queen recruitment in polynygous S. invicta (26). Values are frequencies of the three genotypes at the beginning and conclusion of the two experiments, with the relative genotypic proportions shown in parentheses. Experiment 1 mimicked the process of recruitment of new reproductive queens from within a colony after a drop in the number of older reproductives (27). Experiment 2 mimicked the process of recruitment of new reproductive queens returning from a mating flight (28).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pgm-3 genotype</th>
<th>aa</th>
<th>ab</th>
<th>bb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial frequencies (29)</td>
<td>41 (0.11)</td>
<td>251 (0.67)</td>
<td>84 (0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1*</td>
<td>6 (0.02)</td>
<td>239 (0.72)</td>
<td>86 (0.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2†</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>208 (0.81)</td>
<td>48 (0.19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Of the 378 queens maintained in 19 colony fragments from which the original reproductive queens had been removed, 331 (88%) survived for 10 days. Only six of the survivors had the genotype Pgm-3/-3; yet 36 such individuals were expected if survivorship was distributed randomly across the genotypes. Frequencies of the three genotypes differed significantly between the beginning and end of the experiment (X² = 23.6; P < 0.001), but the ratio of Pgm-3/-3 to Pgm-3/-3 genotypes did not change over this period (X² = 0.17; P > 0.8). Thus, survivorship was distributed randomly across the latter two genotypes, whereas Pgm-3/-3 queens had a significantly diminished survival probability.

†Of the 378 isolated queens that were reintroduced into their 19 parent colonies, 256 (68%) survived for 1 week. None of these possessed the genotype Pgm-3/-3 (28 such individuals were expected if survivorship was random). Frequencies of the three genotypes at the beginning of the experiment differed significantly from those at the end (X² = 33.3; P < 0.001), but the ratio of Pgm-3/-3 to Pgm-3/-3 genotypes did not change significantly during this same period (X² = 3.36; P > 0.05), indicating that only Pgm-3/-3 queens had a significantly lower survivorship than expected if mortality was distributed randomly across the genotypes (30).
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dence support this hypothesis. Winged (nonreproductive) queens of the genotype Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 are heavier than other winged queens (Table 2), a difference that is accentuated once these queens are free to initiate oogenesis after being removed from pheromonal inhibition by their reproductive nestmates (Fig. 1). Comparison of the weights of winged queens from a single polynygous colony (n = 87) revealed that the weight differences are attributable to differences in abdomen weight (F = 7.04; df = 2, 84; P < 0.001) rather than thorax weight (F = 2.82; df = 2, 84; P > 0.05), with the only significant differences in abdomen weight occurring between Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 queens and the others (Schefe's test; α = 0.05). Accumulation of fat and glycogen reserves in the abdomen is a characteristic feature of reproductive development in ant queens (14), suggesting that the abdominal weight differences observed in fire ant queens of different Pgm-3 genotypes reflect differences in the reproductive state of these individuals.

Direct evidence for this conclusion comes from studies of wing-shedding behavior (which is linked to the onset of oogenesis) (9) and egg laying. Winged polynygous queens of the genotype Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 shed their wings significantly more often and lay significantly more eggs than queens of the other genotypes after being removed from their parent nests (Table 2). Thus, Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 queens seem not only to be in a relatively advanced state of reproductive development while in the nest, but they also begin reproducing at an accelerated pace, as compared with other queens, when they are removed from the inhibitory influence of reproductive queens. The right coupling of a queen's reproductive state and pheromone production (12, 13) suggests that the reproducily precocious Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 queens produce elevated amounts of queen pheromone and that the workers use the amount of pheromone produced as a cue to recognize and selectively execute these queens.

The equivalence of Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 and Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 queens in terms of weight and pace of oogenesis (Table 2 and Fig. 1) suggests that Pgm-3 acts as a recessive allele with respect to effects on these traits, and perhaps with respect to queen pheromone production as well (15). The observation that the genotype Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 is completely absent among reproductive queens in natural polynygous nests, whereas the other two genotypes are represented in the same relative proportions in both reproductive and nonreproductive queens (4), can be explained by the workers' failure to distinguish between the reproductive or pheromonal phenotypes (or both) of Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 and Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 queens.

Although Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 is absent among reproductive queens of the polynygous social form of S. invicta, it is the most common genotype found among reproductive queens of the monogynous social form of this species (4). Because the phenotypic correlates of Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 discovered in the polynygous form lead to the certain death of queens with this genotype, the question arises as to whether Pgm-3 genotype is associated with similar phenotypic differences among monogynous queens. No statistically significant weight differences were found among winged monogynous queens of different Pgm-3 genotypes when they

![Fig. 1. Weights of winged polynygous queens (mean ± SE) of different Pgm-3 genotypes when taken directly from their parent colonies (day 0) and after 3 days of isolation from reproductive nestmates (day 3) (24). Queens of the genotype Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 gained weight significantly more often than queens of the other two genotypes (X^2 = 7.84; P < 0.01), whereas there was no statistically significant difference between Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 and Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 queens (X^2 = 0.05; P > 0.75). Genotype at Pgm-3 had a significant effect on weight at day 0 (F = 25.5; df = 2, 370; P < 0.001) as well as at day 3 (F = 35.1; df = 2, 370; P < 0.001). The genotypic effect at both times is attributable to the Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 queens being heavier than the others (Schfe's tests; P < 0.001 for both days); Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 and Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 queens were indistinguishable in weight on both days (Schefe's tests; P > 0.5 for both days) (25). For aa, n = 41; for ab, n = 249; for bb, n = 83.]

| Table 2. Weight and reproductive development of winged polynygous queens of different Pgm-3 genotypes. Values for weight and number of eggs laid are means ± SE. Sample sizes (numbers of individuals) are shown in parentheses for each genotype (31). |
|------------------|---------------|------------------|
|                  | Pgm-3 genotype |                |
|                  | aa            | ab              | bb              |
| Weight (milligrams)* | 12.7 ± 0.18   | 11.2 ± 0.06     | 11.2 ± 0.09     |
| (n = 71)          | (n = 469)     | (n = 141)       |
| Proportion with shed wings† | 0.73        | 0.13            | 0.14            |
| (n = 71)          | (n = 469)     | (n = 141)       |
| Number of eggs laid in five hours‡ | 2.10 ± 0.49 | 0.19 ± 0.05     | 0.06 ± 0.04     |
| (n = 41)          | (n = 249)     | (n = 63)        |

*Two-way analyses of variance showed that the weights of queens were significantly influenced by their Pgm-3 genotype (F = 40.0; df = 2, 601; P < 0.001) and colony of origin (F = 9.72; df = 31, 601; P < 0.001). Pairwise comparisons revealed that Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 queens were heavier than queens of the other two genotypes (Schefe's test; P < 0.001), whereas the weights of Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 and Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 queens were statistically indistinguishable (Schefe's test; P > 0.99) (32). †Proportion of queens shedding their wings varied significantly by genotype (X^2 = 149; P < 0.001), with no statistically significant difference between Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 and Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 queens (X^2 = 0.25; P > 0.6) (33). ‡Number of eggs laid varied significantly by genotype (F = 19.8; df = 2, 322; P < 0.001) and colony of origin (F = 2.89; df = 18, 322; P > 0.001), with the only significant pairwise genotypic differences occurring between Pgm-3^P3/3^P3 and the other two genotypes (Schefe's test; P < 0.001) (34). |

| Table 3. Weight of monogynous queens of different Pgm-3 genotypes. Values in the genotype columns are means weights ± SE (in milligrams) of nonreproductive queens collected directly from their parent colonies (nests 1 to 4) or immediately after a mating flight. Sample sizes (numbers of individuals) are shown in parentheses for each genotype. Values of t for comparisons between two genotypic classes, or of F for the comparison among all three classes, are presented along with their associated probability values (P) (35). |
|------------------|---------------|------------------|
|                  | Pgm-3 genotype |                |
|                  | aa            | ab              | bb              |
| Nest 1           | 13.6 ± 0.23   | 13.9 ± 0.13     | —               |
| (n = 26)         | (n = 33)      |                 |
| Nest 2           | 13.8 ± 0.19   | 13.5 ± 0.15     | —               |
| (n = 29)         | (n = 31)      |                 |
| Nest 3           | 11.8 ± 0.28   | 11.4 ± 0.23     | —               |
| (n = 20)         | (n = 25)      |                 |
| Nest 4           | 13.6 ± 0.18   | 14.0 ± 0.16     | —               |
| (n = 27)         | (n = 18)      |                 |
| Mating flight    | 15.1 ± 0.15   | 14.9 ± 0.17     | 15.9 ± 0.45     |
| (n = 47)         | (n = 51)      | (n = 5)         |

/*Nest 1 is significantly different from Nest 2 (t = 1.18; P < 0.027); Nest 3 is significantly different from Nest 4 (t = 0.88; P < 0.038); Nest 4 is significantly different from Mating Flight (t = 0.65; P < 0.01); Nest 1 is significantly different from Mating Flight (t = 1.74; P < 0.018).
were collected inside their nests or immediately after a mating flight (Table 3). Furthermore, similar proportions of winged Pgm-3b/-3a and Pgm-3b/-3a queens from a single monogygous colony shed their wings in the laboratory within 24 hours after their mother queen was removed (0.41 and 0.59; n = 90; X^2 = 2.85; P > 0.1). Thus, the effects of Pgm-3 genotype on queen reproductive phenotype that we observed are expressed only in the social environment characteristic of polynestous nests (15). This differential expression may result from differences in the cumulative levels of queen pheromone present in individual nests of the alternate social forms (11, 12) because these different levels also appear to affect worker phenotypes in this species (16).

This study shows that the genotype Pgm-3b/-3a is never found among reproductive queens of the polygynous form of S. invicta because queens bearing this genotype are killed by workers as they initiate oogenesis. Furthermore, workers apparently recognize variation in reproductive or pheromonal phenotype (or both) that correlates with the Pgm-3 genotype, and they selectively execute Pgm-3b/-3a queens by using this variation as the basis for discrimination. Finally, the lack of observable phenotypic differences among queens of different Pgm-3 genotypes in the monogynous form suggests that the effects of this gene on reproductive competence are dependent on social environment, that is, genotype-environment interactions are important in the phenotypic expression of the gene. It is surprising that polygynous workers invariably destroy queens of the greatest reproductive potential because fitness of social insect queens generally is expected to be positively correlated with their fecundity (2, 3, 17). If polygyny is advantageous for fire ants under some ecological conditions, as has been suggested for other social insects (3, 18), then worker execution of reproductively superior queens may represent a mechanism selected to maintain numerous queens within a colony. Colony queen number is inversely related to individual fecundity in fire ants and other social insects (19), so that worker execution of Pgm-3b/-3a queens presumably prevents most fecund individuals from becoming the dominant reproductives in a nest and driving the population toward reduced colony queen numbers or even monogyny.
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5. The allele Pgm-3b is maintained in the polygynous form in northern Georgia by immigration of males from the neighboring monogynous population, where this allele is common. This gene flow is inferred from three lines of evidence (see 4): K. G. Ross and D. D. Shoenaker, Evolution, in press; (ii) excess heterozygosity exists at Pgm-3 in nonreproductive females of the polygynous but not the monogynous form, the pattern expected if polygynous queens mate predominantly or solely with monogynous males and given the strong Pgm-3 allele frequency differences that exist between these mating types by progeny analyses indicates that queens of the polygynous form mate predominantly with males bearing the allele that is most common in the monogynous form, Pgm-3; and (iii) allele frequencies at 12 additional protein-encoding loci and numbers of sex-determination alleles among sister lines.


15. A. gen (or gene) closely linked to Pgm-3 actually may be responsible for the phenotypic effects we describe.

16. Most of the polygynous form of S. invicta are consistently smaller than workers of the monogynous form, presumably because the high cumulative levels of queen pheromone in polygynous colonies greatly affects the growth and development of worker brood (L. Greenberg, D. J. Fletcher, S. B. Vinson, J. Kas, Entomol. Sci. 1, 187 (1990).


24. These data were collected from the same individuals that were isolated in colony fragments and subjected to egg-laying tests (see Table 2).

25. Weight differences between queens in this experiment are important at the colony level as well as population level. Median weights of Pgm-3b/-3a queens were greater than the median weights of nestmate queens of the other genotypes in 10 of the 12 colonies on the first day of test (P < 0.05), whereas all 41 Pgm-3b/-3a queens were heavier than the median weight of their nestmate queens in the second test comparing median weights of Pgm-3b/-3a queens and other nestmate queens; P < 0.001.

26. The queens originated from 19 polynestous colonies collected in northern Georgia in the spring of 1991. Entire colonies were transferred into laboratory rearing units with the use of standard procedures (20), and then the number of reproductive queens in each colony was reduced to four (the minimum number found in any of the 19 colonies).

27. A fragment of each of the source colonies containing several thousand worker brood and adults and 20 winged nonreproductive queens, but no reproductive queens, was determined with the use of electrophoresis (4).

28. Twenty small fragments of each source colony containing several hundred worker brood and adults and a winged queen were maintained in the laboratory for 3 days, after which these isolated queens were returned to their parent colonies and reared in groups of six to eight colonies to the colonies from which they originated in order to eliminate nestmate discrimination as a factor influencing their egg-laying activity (11, 21). All queens that survived for 1 week after reintroduction were collected and genotyped.

29. We estimated initial frequencies of Pgm-3 genotypes among the 19 source colonies by collecting and genotyping 20 such queens from each colony when the two experiments were started. Because the genotypes were distributed relatively evenly across polynestous nests [that is, nestmate relatedness is low (22, 23)], most of the source colonies were expected to have at least some winged queens of the genotype Pgm-3b/-3a. The presence of such queens was confirmed in 14 of the 19 source colonies from the initial samples of only 20 individuals per colony.

30. The comparatively poor survivorship of Pgm-3b/-3a queens revealed for the population of colonies in both recruitment experiments also is evident within the individual colonies. The proportion of Pgm-3b/-3a queens from individual colonies at the conclusion of the experiment was equal to or less than the initial proportion of such queens in the same colony, an outcome that demonstrates significant recruitment by equally frequent increases or decreases in the proportions (sign test; P < 0.001 for both experiments).

31. The queens originated from 32 polynestous colonies (17 to 38 queens per colony) that were collected and reared in the laboratory under standard conditions (23, 22). Weights were determined for mature winged (nonreproductive) queens immediately after they were removed from their parent colonies. The proportion of such queens shedding their wings was determined after the queens were individually isolated in small fragments of their parent colonies containing several hundred worker brood and adults for a period of 3 days. The number of eggs laid was determined at this time for a subset of the isolated queen-queen fragments (29 to 20 queens per colony) with the use of a standardized 5-hour egg-laying test developed for this species (24).}

32. A significant effect of the interaction between genotype and colony of origin on queen weight (F = 2.11; df = 48; P < 0.001) suggests that the genotypic influence on weight varies among the study colonies in this experiment. Nonetheless, the median weight of Pgm-3b/-3a queens was greater than the median weight of nestmate queens.
queens of the other genotypes in 15 of the 18 colonies containing Pgm-3-ϕ*-Q queens, a pattern that departs significantly from the null expectation of equal frequencies of higher and lower median weights for Pgm-3-ϕ* Q queens (sign test; P < 0.005). Thus, weight differences among the genotypes are important at the colony level as well as at the population level.

33. At the colony level, the proportion of Pgm-3-ϕ* Q queens shedding their wings invariably was greater than the proportion of nestmate queens of the other genotypes that shed their wings in the 15 colonies containing two or more Pgm-3-ϕ* Q queens (sign test; P < 0.001).

34. Colony of origin and Pgm-3 genotype interacted significantly to influence the number of eggs laid (F = 2.66, df = 30, P < 0.001). However, Pgm-3-ϕ* Q queens invariably laid as many or more eggs than the median number laid by nestmate queens of the alternate genotypes (sign test comparing median numbers of eggs laid by Pgm-3-ϕ* Q queens and other nestmate queens; P < 0.005), showing that the effect of genotype on fecundity is important in individual colonies as well as the entire population. All statistical analyses on egg counts were done on values transformed as log(x + 0.5) [R. Sokal and F. J. Rohlf, Biometry: The Principles and Practice of Statistics in Biological Research (Freeman, San Francisco, ed. 2, 1981)].

35. Nests 1 to 4 were collected from a monogynous population in northern Georgia in the spring of 1991 and reared for 10 days in the laboratory. These four nests were selected on the basis of having the genotype Pgm-3-ϕ* segregating with Pgm-3-ϕ* among winged daughter queens. The single reproductive queens in monogynous nests mate with a single haploid male (22), so that alternate homozygotes at single loci are never present in the same nest (this explains why the genotype Pgm-3-ϕ* is not represented in these four nests). Queens from the mating flight were collected in the summer of 1991 from the same monogamous population as nests 1 to 4 (the polychronous form does not occur in this area). Mating flights of S. invicta are synchronized over large areas, and sexuals are capable of flying considerable distances during these flights (G. F. Marlin, J. H. Diller, S. O. Hill, M. S. Blum, H. R. Hermann, J. Ga. Entomol. Soc. 6, 145 (1971)), with the result that these queens are likely to have originated from many different nests (this explains why all three genotypes are represented in this sample).
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Kinetics of Folding of the All-β Sheet Protein Interleukin-1β

Paul Varley,* Angela M. Gronenborn,† Henriette Christensen, Paul T. Wingfield, Roger H. Pain,‡ G. Marius Clore†

The folding of the all-β sheet protein, interleukin-1β, was studied with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, circular dichroism, and fluorescence. Ninety percent of the β structure present in the native protein, as monitored by far-ultraviolet circular dichroism, was attained within 25 milliseconds, correlating with the first kinetic phase determined by tryptophan and 1-anilinonaphthalene-8-sulfonate fluorescence. In contrast, formation of stable native secondary structure, as measured by quenched-flow deuterium-hydrogen exchange experiments, began after only 1 second. Results from the NMR experiments indicated the formation of at least two intermediates with half-lives of 0.7 to 1.5 and 15 to 25 seconds. The final stabilization of the secondary structure, however, occurs on a time scale much greater than 25 seconds. These results differ from previous results on mixed α helix-β sheet proteins in which both the α helices and β sheets were stabilized very rapidly (less than 10 to 20 milliseconds).

It has been observed that helix formation can occur within the low millisecond time scale when unfolded proteins are transferred into refolding conditions (1). This was perhaps not surprising because the hydrogen bonding interactions involved in helix formation are local, extending over only four residues for one turn of helix. Whereas both α helices and β sheets form secondary structure elements within a protein, hydrogen bonding in β sheet formation involves interactions between distant parts of the polypeptide chain. Hence, it was less expected when quenched-flow deuterium-hydrogen (D-H) exchange protection experiments on mixed α helix-β sheet proteins showed that the kinetics of formation of stable β sheet are similar to those of helices (2). Theoretical studies have suggested that only when there is significant stabilization of the β structure will its rate of formation be comparable with the rates of folding of the chains referred to above (3). Whether this rapid stabilization is adequately accounted for by hydrophobic collapse and compaction (4) or whether other more specific interactions are required is an important question in protein folding.

To further elucidate the mechanisms of β structure formation during the folding process, we studied the folding of the all-β protein interleukin-1β (IL-1β) (5) with techniques sensitive to the conformation, stability, and environment of the secondary structure elements. Interleukin-1β was chosen as a model system for three reasons: (i) complete H, 13N, and 13C resonance assignments have been obtained (6); (ii) the high-resolution three-dimensional structure has been determined by NMR spectroscopy and x-ray crystallography (7-9); and (iii) the equilibria and conditions of its reversible unfolding have been established (10). Whereas equilibrium unfolding is two-state, the protein refolds kinetically through a significantly populated, compact intermediate or molten globule that appears to exhibit 80 to 90% of the secondary structure content present in the native protein, as monitored by far-ultraviolet circular dichroism (far-UV CD) ellipticity, but little or no stable tertiary structure (11).

The kinetics of β structure formation were monitored by stopped-flow far-UV CD (12). At an absorbance of 225 nm, the unfolded and native proteins exhibited mean ellipticities of −3000 and −1200 deg cm2 dmol−1, respectively, so that the ellipticity becomes less negative as the protein refolds from the unfolded to the native conformation (10). On refolding at 4°C, the earliest observed value of ellipticity (after a mixing artifact) was about −1400 deg cm2 dmol−1, showing that −90% of the ellipticity was regained within 25 ms in a process with a half-life (τ1/2) that was less than the dead time (10 ms) of the stopped flow apparatus. Subsequently, there was a slow phase of low amplitude (−10%) with a τ1/2 ~ 6 s.

The rapid formation of β structure as monitored by CD was paralleled by the fluorescence of the single tryptophan residue (Fig. IA) and bound 1-anilinonaphthalene-8-sulfonate (ANS) (Fig. IB) (13). In the native structure, the fluorescence spectrum of Trp120 has a maximum emission wavelength of 344.5 nm (10), characteristic of its partially buried state (7). Analysis of the tryptophan and ANS fluorescence data suggested a folding pathway with formation of three intermediates.